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National Right To Life Conference 2015
by Daniel Morrison
Over fifty-five million missing from the United States, the only reason is casual,
convenient killing of innocent pre-born children. On the rise there is a movement that
is taking the nation, the prolife generation. July 9-11, 2015 was the first opportunity
for me to attend the National Right to Life Convention in New Orleans. It was an
incredible time to comprehend new developments in the medical field, the effects of
abortion close-to-home, and relation of politics and the prolife movement around the
nation and around the globe.
New developments in the medical field were very insightful and informative. Dr.
Delgado of the Culture of Life Health Care <www.abortionpillreversal.com> presented
a new treatment to reverse the effects of Mifeprestone, the first of two abortifative

drugs, and promote success of the pregnancy. In one of the many workshops, David
Prentice, Ph.D from the Lozier Institute gave an in-depth presentation of the problems
with embryonic stem cell research and the great success and future of adult stem cell
research. Jennifer Popik, J.D. of the Robert Powell Center for Medical Ethics gave an
update to an upcoming problem of Doctor-prescribed suicide and the urgency thereof
the face this problem. Medical advancements in these fields present a new hope in the
fight for right to life.
The effects of abortion close-to-home were heart touching testimonies from
mothers and other family members of the aborted unborn child. The startling reminder
that we need to support women affected by abortion is paramount. Whether it is an
Australian grandmother trying to convince her future daughter-in-law to keep her
unborn son or the struggle of a teenage mom that had two abortions and struggled
with depression, support is needed not just as an organization but as individuals
which are here to comfort and to accept them.
Politics and the prolife movement around the nation and around the globe carry

a major precedence to the future ending of abortion. As the presidential debates start,
people need to know the beliefs of those running for President. An overwhelming
PROLIFEsupport came from such candidates that spoke as Dr. Ben Carson, Gov. Bobby
Gindal, Gov. Rick Perry, etc. Pro-lifers, alike, are excited for the hopeful prospective of
a PROLIFE President of the United States. In workshops, 1 learned general lobbying
techniques and how to further the prolife message throughout denominations and
media. A great future is in store for the prolife movement in politics.

Taught at the national conference were great fundamental and motivational issues.
Individually and corporately, there is great hope for the ending of abortion. This time
at the conference refreshed and encouraged me to seek out more opportunities to
volunteer with fellow pro-lifers.

